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Interesting Resources We Found for You

1. Twitter: 3 key indicators traders use to determine when altcoin season begins @Cointelegraph: [Click here]
2. Twitter: 14 cognitive biases that are affecting your crypto decisions @thedefiedge: [Click here]
3. 13 Books for Summer Reading: [Click here]
4. How Web 3 Changes Philanthropy: [Click here]
5. Podcast: MI177: Should You Invest In Individual Stocks? (Mini-Episode) : [Click here]
6. Podcast: MI179: Emerging Trends & I Savings Bonds Yielding Over 9% w/ Joseph Hogue: [Click here]

Member-Made Videos

1. Palm Energy:  YouTube [Click here], Bilibili [Click here]
     Video author: Jingyuan Zhang, Zixuan Luo, Hong Chen, Hongpeng Yue
     Description: This video presents Palm Energy as one of the best-performing pioneers in green energy which will help build a cleaner
future.
2. Cognitive Errors in Behavioral Finance: YouTube [Click here], Bilibili [Click here]
     Video author: Mohankumar Chintarlapalli
     Description: Psychologist and economist Daniel Kahenmen outlines 2 systems of thinking that are used for judgement and decision
making as well as the cognitive errors that can occur if these systems are used improperly.
To view past research videos or workshop recordings, visit our channels at

Jobs Board: Blockchain and Crypto
Full Stack Engineer at MoonPay

Senior Engineer at MoonPay

Senior Blockchain Engineer at MoonPay

Senior Security Software Engineer - Rust/Blockchain at Chainflip

Senior Frontend Engineer at Octav

Frontend Engineer at UMA

Senior Full Stack Engineer at Octav

Software Engineer at Octav

Senior Software Developer at Yield App

Blockchain Security Engineer - (Solidity / Rust / Golang all level) at CertiK

    The jobs above are collected by our volunteer Yongchen Huang. The Lab is not liable for verifying the information or the consequences of using
the shared information. Users should take responsibility to do their own due diligence and bear all consequences of using the information. To
view past postings on job and career, please visit

Share and Donate

  Thanks to our members and volunteers for contributions to this newsletter.
  To share information or research with the community, submit it through "Share" below. We will include it if the content is deemed
appropriate.
  Support our efforts to make free and useful financial education content by donating to @stonyfinlab via Venmo!

Stony Finance Lab

    Stony Finance Lab is a community-based finance network that aims to promote personal financial responsibility and helps the community to
achieve financial confidence and financial independence through life-long learning. The emails are to distribute news and information on finance
research, events, jobs related to personal finance, investments of financial and digital assets, academic finance, and entrepreneurship. All
emails are for information sharing only and shall not be deemed as financial advice. The Lab is not liable for the consequence of using any
information contained in the emails.
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